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Investment Priority 1.1): Critically Endangered White-rumped, Slender-billed and Redheaded Vultures.
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Implementation Partners for this Project (please explain the level of involvement for
each partner):
Pannasasra University of Cambodia (PUC) led the project and under technical supported
from Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) and Birdlife International Cambodia
Programme and in partnership with World Wild Fund (WWF), Angkor Center for
Conservation of Biodiversity (ACCB) and two government agencies, Forestry
Administration and the Ministry of Environment. These two government agencies were
legally authorized and managing the area in which the project as based. Our International
NGOs is responsible for implementing the project while PUC has worked as coordinator
and responsible for monthly report and any other report for CEPF. BirdLife International
Cambodia Programme provided only technical support to project but not receive any
project funds.
Conservation Impacts
Please explain/describe how your project has contributed to the implementation of the
CEPF ecosystem profile.
The Conserving three Critically Endangered vulture species in Cambodia Project
worked directly towards the implementation of CEPF Strategic Direction 1. We focus on
conserving three critically endangered species of vulture in Cambodia by providing
supplementary food for vulture (vulture restaurant) in six key sites in Cambodia (Western
Siem Pang, Lomphat Wildlife Sanctuary, Preah Vihear Protected forest, Seasan and
Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary) to mitigate the threats of food lacking and poisoning.
Secure long term vulture restaurant, project has work with local communities in Western
Siem Pang to pilot cow bank activities.

The project has also gave the field study opportunity for 15 students from Department of
Environmental science of the Pannasastra University of Cambodia (PUC) at three
different key sites of vulture restaurants (Western Siem Pang, Lomphat Wildlife
Santuary, Mondulkiri protected forest) to learn to identified the species of vulture.
Through directly interact with expert and field staff from WWF, BirdLife and Wildlife
Sanctuary, student gain more knowledge about ecological of vulture species and
experience about species conservation project. This is a principal experience for their
future career with conservation sector in Cambodia.

Please summarize the overall results/impact of your project against the expected results
detailed in the approved proposal.
This project consist four expected outcomes and after project completion some key
achievement have been made as following: 1. Stable or increase the number of vulture in
Cambodia.
The project has provided food sources for vulture in six key sites in Cambodia and
monitors the population trends. Only three species of vulture were recorded within this
three months project period and according to the following recorded data of these three
vulture speices , the number of vulture was increased from August 2013 to October
2013. White-rumped vulture species was the highest number while the Slender-billled
vulture was the second high and the Red-headed vulture was the lowest in number from
each site. Due to human resources change at ACCB and site were flooded, vulture
restaurant conducted only one times within project period however ACCB will continue
their vulture restaurant in December 2013 with other funding sources. In Western Siem
Pang, BirdLife has decided to organize an extra vulture restaurant in addition to the one
that support fund by CEPF start from September due to base on observe less natural
carcass in the forest and more vulture drop down due to weak and starving. Project also
noted that Western Siem Pang maintain first rank total number of bird visit their
restaurant especially slender billed vulture.
2. Increased the capacity of conduct wildlife conservation among students and professor
from PUC in vulture conservation.
This project has provide opportunity to 15 student from Department of Environment
Science of of the Pannasastra University of Cambodia (PUC) to practical the vulture
species conservation action (vulture restaurant) and learn about site based conservation
being implement by BirdLife International and Forestry Administration in Western Siem
Pang, BirdLife International and Ministry of Environment at Lumphat, and Word Wide
Fund for Nature and Forestry Administration at Mondulkiri Protected forest. During
study visit these three sites, students spend in average 5 days to learn about vulture
species identification, vulture restaurant organizing, key biodiversity of sites, and how to
work with people who have different background. Through study visit to all three key
vulture sites and do practice the conservation activities, the student gained a principle
knowledge that will benefit to their future working career at conservation sector.

Figure 1: PUC Students’re conducting site visit to Western Siem Pang during project
period to learn about vulture conservation actions and improve their awareness on
conservation sector.
3. Pilot scheme for sustainably sourced cattle established at WSP, involving at least
three local cattle herd owners
Western Siem Pang were selected as a first site to pilot scheme for sustainably sourced
cattle for vulture restaurant due to BirdLife International Cambodia Programme provide
co-funding to cover their staff to involve in activities and most important once the local
warmly support this initiative after project did introducing. With support from technical
advisor and community outreach officers of BirdLife, the protocol for cow bank has been
developed for three years period and ensuring the benefit from these cattle raising
equitably share between local communities and project (see annex 1). Three households
who strongly express their interest with this cow bank scheme were selected and clear
three years contract agreement have been signed (see contract in annex 2). 11 cows and 2
bulls were provided to three household with expected that after three years, project will
receive 11 calves for second round of cow banks and the old cows will be used to serve
vulture restaurant. These three households were also contributed their labor, land and
wood for build paddock with small budget contribution from project. All 13 cattle were
tag and vaccine during project period. We expect after year one, with support from
Birdlife who continue their long commitment at this site will conduct primary evaluation
the result of this piloting.

Figure 2: Mr. Kam Bou Kaiv was selected as cow herds take care person for long term
vulture conservation purpose (Photo: Yam Dina)
4. Improve monitoring data from six sites of vulture restaurant in Cambodia.
Monthly vulture recorded data were collected and stored by PUC students who involved
this project as coordinator. Data related to vulture eat nature carcass and vulture
poisoning were also collected. Those data were store at excel file together with data that
PUC collect since December 2012 under first grant from CEPF. The data were
consolidating in monthly project report and circulate to all relevant stakeholders.

Please provide the following information where relevant:
Hectares Protected: vulture restaurant took place in small area in six keys sites of
Cambodia and all known breeding location was inside in the forest
so the number of hectares are relatively unclear.
Species Conserved: We conserved three critically endangered species of vultures as
White-rumped Vulture Gyps bengalensis, Slender-billed Vulture
G. tenuirostris and Red-headed Vulture Sarcogyps calvus
Corridors Created: N/A

Describe the success or challenges of the project toward achieving its short-term and
long-term impact objectives.
We have successful in providing food source for vulture in all six key sites of Cambodia
and recorded with stable vulture number at many key sites during three months bridging
period. This meet to short term project expected outcome. However due to the rainy
season and some sites were flooded this made our field worked hard to ensure the vulture
restaurant were organize on time. Vulture restaurant at Seasan can organize only one time
due to flood. Cow bank pilot scheme for ensure sustainable cow supplied were piloted at
Western Siem Pang, if this pilot receive successful result, we can ensure the long term
project objective due to vulture restaurant is key activities for vulture conservation in
Cambodia. This cow bank pilot scheme will also contribute to livelihood improvement in
long term.
Project successfully in provided conservation practical opportunity to 15 university
students met its short-term objectives. However as student has limit experience and
knowledge, some expatriate staff of project partners field difficult to communicate and
some time they provide limited collaboration. After complete this project, we will learn
to improve for both sites in order ensure the next project move smoothly.

Were there any unexpected impacts (positive or negative)?
N/A
Lessons Learned
Describe any lessons learned during the design and implementation of the project, as
well as any related to organizational development and capacity building. Consider
lessons that
would inform projects designed or implemented by your organization or others, as well
as lessons that might be considered by the global conservation community.
Project Design Process: (aspects of the project design that contributed to its
success/shortcomings)
This project was built up with support from number of government agencies, NGOs and
educational private sector. This project wa designed with crucial input from key partners
such as BirdLife International Cambodia Programme, WCS, WWF, and ACCB. Most
importantly this project was designed in order to ensure the need of Cambodia Vulture
Conservation in during bridging period.
Project Implementation: (aspects of the project execution that contributed to its
success/shortcomings)
The project was led implementing by PUC in collaborate with a suite of stakeholders
from civil societies and government focal points. We receive strong collaboration from
all committed partners both finance and human resources, these making our activities

were implemented in a timely manner and to a high standard. We also receive support
from local communities at all key sites especially Local Conservation Group (LCG) at
Western Siem Pang in piloting the cow bank scheme.
Other lessons learned relevant to conservation community:
N/A
ADDITIONAL FUNDING
Provide details of any additional donors who supported this project and any funding
secured for the project as a result of the CEPF grant or success of the project.
Donor
BirdLife

Type of Funding*
A

Amount
1000

Notes
Additional vulture
restaurant at Western Siem
Pang

*Additional funding should be reported using the following categories:
A Project co-financing (Other donors contribute to the direct costs of this
CEPF project)

B Grantee and Partner leveraging (Other donors contribute to your
organization or a partner organization as a direct result of successes with
this CEPF project.)
C Regional/Portfolio leveraging (Other donors make large investments in a
region because of CEPF investment or successes related to this project.)
Sustainability/Replicability
Summarize the success or challenge in achieving planned sustainability or replicability
of project components or results.
The cow bank pilot scheme were initiated in objective to ensure sustainably of cow
supplying at vulture restaurant in long term due to the price of cow were increase from
time to time. The success of this pilot initiative will significantly contribute to ensure
staining the vulture restaurant at other key vulture sites. Successfully of this project also
depended on the involvement of Cambodian academic student, project provide 15
university student who dedicate their future career in environmental sector, we expect

some of these student will interest and want to engage more with vulture conservation in
future.

Summarize any unplanned sustainability or replicability achieved.
N/A
Safeguard Policy Assessment
Provide a summary of the implementation of any required action toward the
environmental and social safeguard policies within the project.
Although the project tool place in a small land in the forest, but some negative results has
occurred especially in the breeding season. Vulture nest rangers has reported the
disturbance from the logger to the vulture nest because they log some tree near the
vulture nest so we have asked local people who involved this project to took care those
found nest by providing financial benefit till the chicks could fly.
Performance Tracking Report Addendum
CEPF Global Targets
(Enter Grant Term)
Provide a numerical amount and brief description of the results achieved by your grant.
Please respond to only those questions that are relevant to your project.

Project Results

1. Did your project
strengthen management of a
protected area guided by a
sustainable management
plan? Please indicate
number of hectares
improved.
2. How many hectares of
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No

No
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Provide
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respons
Describe the principal results
e for
achieved from
project
August 1 2013 to October 30, 2013.
from
(Attach annexes if necessary)
incepti
on of
CEPF
support
to date.
Please also include name of the
protected area(s). If more than one,
please include the number of
hectares strengthened for each one.

Please also include name of the

new and/or expanded
protected areas did your
project help establish through
a legal declaration or
community agreement?
3. Did your project
strengthen biodiversity
conservation and/or natural
resources management inside
a key biodiversity area
No
identified in the CEPF
ecosystem profile? If so,
please indicate how many
hectares.
4. Did your project
effectively introduce or
strengthen biodiversity
conservation in management No
practices outside protected
areas? If so, please indicate
how many hectares.
5. If your project promotes
the sustainable use of natural
resources, how many local
communities accrued
No
tangible socioeconomic
benefits? Please complete
Table 1below.

protected area. If more than one,
please include the number of
hectares strengthened for each one.

If you answered yes to question 5, please complete the following table.

Table 1: Socioeconomic Benefits to Target Communities
Please complete this table if your project provided concrete socioeconomic benefits to local communities. List the name of each
community in column one. In the subsequent columns under Community Characteristics and Nature of Socioeconomic Benefit, place
an X in all relevant boxes. In the bottom row, provide the totals of the Xs for each column
Other
More participatory
decisionmaking due to
Improved use of traditional
knowledge for environmental
Increased access to public
services such as education
More secure source of energy

Reduced risk of natural disasters
(fires landslides flooding etc)
Improved tenure in land or other
natural resource due to titling
More secure access to water
resources
Increased food security due to the
adoption of sustainable fishing
Payment for environmental
services
Park management activities
Ecotourism revenues

Adoption of sustainable
natural resources management
Other

Communities falling below the
poverty rate
Urban communities
Recent migrants
Pastoralists / nomadic peoples
Indigenous / ethnic peoples
Subsistence economy
Small Landowners

N/A

Nature of Socioeconomic Benefit
Increased Income
Name of Community Community Characteristics

If you marked “Other”, please provide detail on the nature of the Community Characteristic and Socioeconomic Benefit:

Additional Comments/Recommendations
N/A
Information Sharing and CEPF Policy
CEPF is committed to transparent operations and to helping civil society groups share
experiences, lessons learned, and results. Final project completion reports are made
available on our Web site, www.cepf.net, and publicized in our newsletter and other
communications.
Please include your full contact details below:
Name: Visattha IN
Organization name: Pannasastra University of Cambodia
Mailing address: PUC Cambodia, No.184, Norodom Blvd, Phnom Penh Cambodia.
Tel: +855 12 568 009
Fax:
E-mail: invisattha@gmail.com

Annex I: Cow bank protocol

Livestock Management Protocol
for Co-owned Cattle Herd in Western Siem Pang

September 2013
Terms and Definitions
Herd caretaker; Member of local community selected to look after herd
Project; Refers to the main project implementers, Pannasatra University Cambodia with
technical support from BirdLife International Cambodia Programme
1. Goals



To establish a sustainable source of cattle for ‘Vulture Restaurants’ that has broad
livelihood benefits to members of Western Siem Pang’s local community, thereby
strengthening their role and commitment to biodiversity conservation in Western
Siem Pang

2. Roles and responsibilities







Field Monitoring Team will assist in finding cows for sale in the local area.
Field Monitoring Team will assist in monitoring the management of the co-owned
cattle herd
Community Outreach Officer (CO) will be responsible for selecting beneficiaries
of the project and for seeking broad community approval of beneficiaries
CO will be responsible for final selection of cows and bulls for the herd,
vaccinations, ear tagging and training of herd owners. CO will be responsible for
regular and frequent monitoring of herd owner performance and training needs,
and for management of the breeding/herd database.
Beneficiaries will be responsible for building their fenced cow paddocks, with
oversight from CO and financial support from Project

3. The selection of beneficiaries or herd caretakers








Must be a member of the local community and interested in the project target area
Must not currently own cows Must strongly express their interest involve with
project and take care the herd.
Must have enough land to build a fenced paddock
Must agree to manage and maintain cow herd for a minimum of three years
Must have enough labour to properly manage cow herd
Selection must be supported by the rest of the Local Conservation Groups (LCGs)
and other local stakeholders
MUST have some experience in keeping or breeding domestic livestock

4. Selecting Cattle
4.1. Where to buy cattle from
Cattle should be bought from an area/village as close to the paddocks as possible to make
it easy to transport the cows. Buying cows locally will also help to reduce the risk of the
cow trying to return to its former owner, which if far away, may lead to the cow
becoming lost.

4.2. Number of cows

A total of 12-15 cattle will be bought (final number will depend on the price, as well as
the beneficiaries’ capacity). One community member will be selected from Pha Bang
Village, Pong Kreal Village and Khe Krom Village, and each of these community
members will receive between 3-4 cows and one young bull per household.
4.3. Cow/Bull Selection
Three young bulls will be bought and these will be used to sire offspring for the coowned herds. Ideally 12 cows will be bought, but this will depend on the price of the
bulls, as these are likely to be more expensive than cows. Cattle will be selected based on
overall health and physical conditions, information on past breeding will be sought but
this will be difficult to obtain. It is crucial for the success of this project that individual
and breeding records are kept on all these co-owned herds.
 Cow Selection
 Alert in both eyes
 No obvious signs of ill health
 Young
 Age at first calving (proven breeder)
 Calving interval
 No miscarriage experience
 A relatively large udder. Should be wide and the teats quite long, but not
too long as this indicates old age.
 Straight back when standing
 Big pelvis
 Good body condition, including good musculature
 Weight (estimated using a weight tape)
 Body size – height at shoulder
 Bull Selection
 Alert in both eyes
 Young
 No obvious signs of ill health
 MUST not be related to any female cows that are bought. Avoid using a
bull that may have already sired offspring in the community where you
have bought your cows from
 Proven breeder, especially average production of daughters
 Have large shoulders, a hump and preferably a dewlap
 Good body condition, including good musculature
 Weight (estimated using a weight tape)
 Body size – height at shoulder

Ear-tagging





Plastic ear-tags will be used. Each ear-tag must have a unique number
Ear-tags to be inserted between the two cartilaginous ribs in a cow’s ear (this is
the standard protocol)
All ear-tags plus inserter to be dipped in anti-sceptic to avoid risk of infection
Ear-tagging should not be done in very hot weather

5. Paddock Construction
5.1. Location
 Close to the house for easy maintenance
 Land is not flooded during the rainy season
 Must have be least 50% covered in shade
5.2 Project ’s responsibilities
Will provide technical support as well as providing a one off subsidy of $100 USD for
construction materials such as zinc roofing, nails, etc.
5.3 Responsibility of the herd caretakers
Herd caretakers are responsible for providing 1m3 of wood and for building the paddock.
Construction of the paddock should not take more than three weeks.
Table 1. Wood Materials Needed for Paddock.
Nº
1
2
3
4
5

Type of wood
Core Pallor size ( 15x15)
Support pallor size (15x15)
Roof size (12x8 x 6)
Roof size (12x8 x 4)
Fence size ( 8x6)

Amount
3
6
18
12
20

Scale ( m)
3
2.5
6
4
6

6. Management and maintenance of the herd
6.1. Responsibility of the project
The project will loan between 3 – 5 cows and one bull to each community member. The
project will provide technical training on basic captive management and how to keep
breeding records, vaccinations against Foot and Mouth (FMD) and Hemorrhagic
Septicemia, and parasite treatment. The Project will also cover any additional veterinary
treatment of the herd, at its discretion. The Project will manage a captive management

database for these herds. This will be used to help guide breeding efforts to ensure
reproductive potential is maximized, for the benefit of both parties.
6.2. Responsibility of the herd caretakers
The herd caretakers should manage and maintain the cow herd as follows:
 Ensure that their cow herds maintain good health and are well-fed
 Regularly monitor animal health and report to Project’s CO when an
animal is thought to be ill (e.g. not eating, rapid loss of weight)
 Ensure that all cows are kept in the paddock at night
 Report immediately to Project if their or their neighbours’ livestock are
showing signs or suffering from disease
 Ensure that their cow herds receive enough food in the dry season such as
straw and dry grass.
 Assist in collecting their cow herds at least twice a year for vaccinations
and parasite treatment
 Under NO circumstances must diclofenac, acelcofenac, or ketoprofen be
given to cattle in the co-owned herd. All veterinary treatment must be
under the supervision and direction of the Project.
7. Project Duration
This project will run for three years, starting from the end of October 2013 and finishing
during December 2016. Herd caretakers will be entitled to support from the Project for
the management of these co-owned cattle herds for at least three years.
Following the completion of the first three years, the project’s success will be evaluated
and, if recommended, new co-owned herd owns established with new three year
agreements. Whether the herd caretakers will be the same as the previous project or
different members of the community will depend on the success and willingness of the
previous set of caretakers.
8. Cow and bull ownership rights
Ownership of any cows born will during the project will not be transferred until the end
of the three year project. This will hopefully ensure local people’s commitment to this
scheme and will give the project enough time to build up a large enough herd from which
cattle can be taken from sustainably.
Once this three year project is complete (approximately in Dec 2016), 50% of the
surviving cows that were born during the project duration will be given to each respective
herd caretaker and 50% will be retained by the Project.
The Project will collect all twelve cows and three bulls that were loaned to the members
of the local community. The old cows will be used to serve Western Siem Pang’s Vulture
Restaurant or if still young enough to establish another co-owned herd.

Depending on the success of the project another co-owned cattle herd will be established
for another three years from December 2016. Exact details, including selected local herd
caretakers, will be established at the time following an evaluation of this initial pilot
scheme.
Only the Project has the right to decide what happens to cows/bulls that die during this
project. If cause of death is unknown then the carcass will be destroyed or a necropscoy
performed. For cows that die from known causes and are known not to contain diclofenac
or other non-steroid anti-inflammatories (NSAIDs) or poison, then these will be used for
vulture restaurants.
Any male calves that are born during the project duration should be taken out to prevent
inbreeding in the herds. The Project will pay the herd caretaker 50% of the cost of the
young bull and use the bull for WSP’s Vulture Restaurant. The amount paid to herd
caretaker will depend on local market prices which will be determined through joint
consultation with local middlemen. Male calves will only be taken out of the herd once
they are nearing sexual maturity (after approximately 3 years).
Dung/manure can be collected by herd owners at their discretion and used as organic
fertilizer during implementation.

Annex II: Agreement between project and cow care takers
2.1. Agreement with Kong Dourng ( LCG member in Pong Kreal Village)
រពះរាជាណាចរកកមពុជា
ជាតិ សាសនា រពះមហាកសរត
4
កិចចសនយា
សដីពី
ការរគប់រគង និងែថទាំេគាជាលកខណៈរបវា៉ស់ជាមួយសហគមន៍
េនៅតំបន់េសនើសុំៃរពការពារេសៀមបា៉ង
កិចចសនយាេនះេធវើេឡើងរវាងសាកលវិទយាល័យបញាញ សារសតកមពុជាតំណាងេដាយបណឌ ិត រសី ស៊ុនលាង

េហៅកាត់ភាគី ក ជាមួយេលាក ម៉ក ថូក (បតី) អាយុ ៤៩ឆានំ

និងរបពនធេឈាម ះ គង់ ដួងអាយុ ៤៥ឆានំ មានទីលំេនៅ ភូមិពងេរកៀល ឃុំែរពកមាស រសុកេសៀមបា៉ង េខតដសទឹងែរតង ជាអនកទទួលរគប់រគងនិងែថទាំេគាេហៅកាត់ភាគី ខ។
ភាគីទាំងពីរបានរពមេរពៀងគានចុះកិចចសនយាដូចមានែចងកនុងបណាដរបការដូចខាងេរកាម ៖
របការ ១៖

ការទទួលខុសរតូវរបស់ភាគី ក
១.១

ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់េគាញីចំនួន ០៤កបាល និងេគាបាចំនួន សូនយកបាល ដល់អនកែថរកសាេគា ភាគី ខ។

១.២ ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់ថវិការចំនួន ១០០ (មួយរយ) ដុលាលសហរដឋអាេមរិចសរមាប់ជាការជួយគាំរទែផនកសំភារៈ រពមទាំងបេចចកេទសេធវើការសាងសង់េរកាល។
១.៣

ភាគី ក នឹងជួយគាំរទការចាក់ថានំការពារជមងឺសារទឹក អ៊ុតកាតម និងបរាសិតេផសងៗ រពមទាំងេសវាកមមេពទយសតវពយាបាលហវូងេគា ។

១.៤

ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់ការបណតុ ះបណាតលដល់ ភាគី ខ កនុងការែថទាំ និងរតួតពិនិតយតាមដាន សុខភាពសតវ។

១.៥

ភាគី ក នឹងទទូលខុសរតូវកនុងការពាក់រកវិលរតេចៀកសរមាប់ហវូងេគា។

របការ ២ ៖ ការទទួលខុសរតូវរបស់ភាគី ខ
២.១

ភាគី ខ រតូវមានេឈើចំនួនមួយែម៉រតគូប េដើមបីេធវើការសាងសង់េរកាល និងបញចប់ការសាងសង់មិនេអាយេលើសពី២១ៃថង េឡើយបនាទប់ពីចុះកិចចសនយា។

២.២

ភាគី ខ រតូវេធវើការរគប់រគង ឬគងាវលេគាជាប់ជារបចាំេនៅេពលៃថង េដាយមិនរតូវេធវើការរពែលង ដូចការចិញចឹមតាមទំលាប់េនាះេទ។

២.៣

ភាគី ខ រតូវធានាថាហវូងេគារតូវបានេដកកនុងេរកាលជាប់ជានិចចេនៅេពលយប់ ។

២.៤

ភាគី ខ រតូវេធវើការរតូតពិនិតយ និងតាមដានសុខភាពសតវជាប់ជា
របចាំ រពមទាំងរាយការណ៍មកភាគីក (មរនតីអភិវឌឍន៍សហគមន៍) េនៅេពលសងស័យេគាមានជមងឺ ។

២.៥

ភាគី ខ រតូវរាយការណ៍មកភាគី ក (មរនតីអភិវឌឍន៍សហគមន៍) កនុងករណីសតវេគា រកបីអនកជិតខាង មានជមងឺ ឬងាប់េដាយសារជមងឺ។

២.៦

ភាគី ខ មិនរតូវេធវើការពយាបាលេគាេដាយខលួនឯង េដាយមិនបានរបឹកសា ឬក៏មានការអនុញាញតពី ភាគី ក េឡើយ ។

២.៧

ភាគី ខ រតូវរបមូលហវូងេគាមកចាក់វា៉ក់សាំង ឬថានំទំលាក់បរាសិតេផសងៗយា៉ ងតិច ២ដង កនុងមួយ ឆានំ តាមកមមវិធីរបស់ភាគី ក។

២.៨

ភាគី ខ រតូវធានាថាហវូងេគាទាំងអស់មានអាហាររគប់រគាន់េនៅកនុងរដូវរបាំង ដូចជាចំេបុើង ឬេសៅម េរកៀមជាេដើម ។

របការ ៣៖ រយៈេពលៃនការអនុវតតគេរមាង

គេរមាងេនះអនុវតតកនុងរយៈេពល ៣ឆានំ ចាប់េផតើមែខវិចឆិកា ឆានំ២០១៣

នឹងបញចប់េនៅកំឡុងែខធនូ ឆានំ២០១៦។

េរកាយេពលបញចប់គេរមាងភាគី ខ រតូវរបគល់ហវូងេគាេដើម

េអាយភាគី ក វិញទាំងអស់។ ភាគី កនឹងេធវើការវាយ តៃមលគុណភាពហវូងេគាទាំងេនាះ េដើមបីផតល់បនតេអាយសមាជិក សហគមន៍េផសងេទៀត។
របការ ៤៖ ការែបងែចកផលរបេយាជន៍
េនៅេពលគេរមាងរតូវបានបញចប់កនុងរយៈេពល ៣ឆានំ ចំនួនកូនេគាែដលបានេកើត េហើយេនៅរស់ នឹងរតូវែបង ែចកេសមើគានរវាងភាគី ក និងភាគី ខ។ ភាគីទាំងពីរមិនអាចទាមទារ
ែបងែចកកូនេគា មុនេពលគេរមាងបញចប់បានេឡើយ។ ភាគី ខ នឹងមិនទទួលបានផលែបងែចកេឡើយ កនុងករណីេបាះបង់កាេបតជាញចិតតចិញចឹម មុនេពលបញចប់ គេរមាង។
របការ ៥៖ ករណីរបធានស័ក


ករណីភាគី ខ េធវើេអាយបាត់បង់េគាេដាយការេធវសរបែហស ភាគី ខ សនយាថា និងេអាយភាគី ក កាត់តៃមលៃនការបាត់បង់ កនុងេពលែបងែចកផល។



ករណីេគាបានសាល ប់េដាយរបការណាមួយភាគី ក និងភាគី ខ នឹងេធវើការអេងកតរួមគាន រពមទាំង េដាះរសាយេរកាមសាម រតីេយាគយល់ ។

របការ ៦៖ ការេដាះរសាយជេមាលះ
៦.១ កនុងករណីភាគីណាមួយរំេលាភេលើការឯកភាពដូចមានែចងកនុងកិចចសនយាេនះ ភាគីរងេរគាះ មាន សិទធិកនុងការេចាទរបកាន់បដឹងទារសំណងេទៅតុលាការ។
៦.២ ភាគីទាំងពីរឯកភាពថា នឹងេដាះរសាយនូវទំនាស់នានាែដលេកើតេឡើងជាយថាេហតុ កនុងសាម រតី េយាគយល់ និងសនដិវិធីតាមលទធភាពែដលអាចេធវើបាន។

2.2. Agreement with Sok Dy ( LCG member in Kek Krom Village)
រពះរាជាណាចរកកមពុជា
ជាតិ សាសនា រពះមហាកសរត
កិចចសនយា
សដីពី
ការរគប់រគង និងែថទាំេគាជាលកខណៈរបវា៉ស់ជាមួយសហគមន៍
េនៅតំបន់េសនើសុំៃរពការពារេសៀមបា៉ង
កិចចសនយាេនះេធវើេឡើងរវាងសាកលវិទយាល័យបញាញ សារសតកមពុជាតំណាងេដាយបណឌ ិត

រសី ស៊ុនលាង

េហៅកាត់ភាគី ក ជាមួយេលាក សុខ ឌី (បតី) អាយុ ៣៧ឆានំ

និងរបពនធ េឈាម ះ កាំ ែកវ អាយុ ២៨ឆានំ មានទីលំេនៅ ភូមិខិះេរកាម ឃុំែរពកមាស រសុកេសៀម បា៉ង េខតដសទឹងែរតង ជាអនកទទួលរគប់រគងនិងែថទាំេគា េហៅកាត់ភាគី ខ ។
ភាគីទាំងពីរបានរពមេរពៀងគានចុះកិចចសនយាដូចមានែចងកនុងបណាដរបការដូចខាងេរកាម ៖
របការ ១៖

ការទទួលខុសរតូវរបស់ភាគី ក
១.១

ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់េគាញីចំនួន ០៣កបាល និងេគាបាចំនួន ០១កបាល ដល់អនកែថរកសាេគា ភាគី ខ។

១.២ ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់ថវិការចំនួន ១០០ (មួយរយ) ដុលាលសហរដឋអាេមរិចសរមាប់ជាការជួយគាំរទែផនកសំភារៈ រពមទាំងបេចចកេទសេធវើការសាងសង់េរកាល។
១.៣

ភាគី ក នឹងជួយគាំរទការចាក់ថានំការពារជមងឺសារទឹក អ៊ុតកាតម និងបរាសិតេផសងៗ រពមទាំងេសវាកមមេពទយសតវពយាបាលហវូងេគា ។

១.៤

ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់ការបណតុ ះបណាតលដល់ ភាគី ខ កនុងការែថទាំ និងរតួតពិនិតយតាមដាន សុខភាពសតវ។

១.៥

ភាគី ក នឹងទទូលខុសរតូវកនុងការពាក់រកវិលរតេចៀកសរមាប់ហវូងេគា។

របការ ២ ៖ ការទទួលខុសរតូវរបស់ភាគី ខ
២.១

ភាគី ខ រតូវមានេឈើចំនួនមួយែម៉រតគូប េដើមបីេធវើការសាងសង់ េរកាល និងបញចប់ការសាងសង់ មិនេអាយេលើស ពី២១ៃថង េឡើយបនាទប់ ពីចុះ កិចចសនយា។

២.២

ភាគី ខ រតូវេធវើការរគប់រគង ឬគងាវលេគាជាប់ជារបចាំេនៅេពលៃថង េដាយមិនរតូវេធវើការរពែលងដូចការចិញចឹមតាមទំលាប់េនាះេទ។

២.៣

ភាគី ខ រតូវធានាថាហវូងេគារតូវបានេដកកនុងេរកាលជាប់ជានិចចេនៅេពលយប់ ។

២.៤

ភាគី ខ រតូវេធវើការរតូតពិនិតយ និងតាមដានសុខភាពសតវជាប់ជារបចាំ រពមទាំង រាយការណ៍មកភាគី ក (មរនតីអភិវឌឍន៍សហគមន៍) េនៅេពលសងស័យេគាមាន
ជមងឺ ។

២.៥

ភាគី ខ រតូវរាយការណ៍មកភាគី ក (មរនតីអភិវឌឍន៍សហគមន៍) កនុង ករណីសតវេគា រកបី អនកជិតខាង មានជមងឺ ឬងាប់េដាយសារជមងឺ។

២.៦

ភាគី ខ មិនរតូវេធវើការពយាបាលេគាេដាយខលួនឯង េដាយមិនបាន របឹកសា ឬក៏មានការអនុញាញតពី ភាគី ក េឡើយ ។

២.៧

ភាគី ខ រតូវរបមូលហវូងេគាមកចាក់វា៉ក់សាំង ឬថានំទំលាក់បរាសិតេផសងៗយា៉ ងតិច ២ដង កនុងមួយ ឆានំ តាមកមមវិធីរបស់ភាគី ក។

២.៨

ភាគី ខ រតូវធានាថាហវូងេគាទាំងអស់មានអាហាររគប់រគាន់េនៅកនុងរដូវរបាំង ដូចជាចំេបុើង ឬេសៅម េរកៀមជាេដើម ។

របការ ៣៖ រយៈេពលៃនការអនុវតតគេរមាង
គេរមាងេនះអនុវតតកនុងរយៈេពល ៣ឆានំ ចាប់េផតើមែខវិចឆិកា ឆានំ២០១៣

នឹងបញចប់េនៅកំឡុងែខធនូ ឆានំ២០១៦។

េរកាយេពលបញចប់គេរមាងភាគី ខ រតូវរបគល់ហវូងេគាេដើម

េអាយភាគី ក វិញទាំងអស់។ ភាគី ក និងេធវើការវាយ តៃមលគុណភាពហវូងេគា ទាំងេនាះ េដើមបីផតល់បនតេអាយ សមាជិកសហគមន៍េផសងេទៀត។

របការ ៤៖ ការែបងែចកផលរបេយាជន៍
េនៅេពលគេរមាងរតូវបានបញចប់កនុងរយៈេពល ៣ឆានំ ចំនួនកូនេគាែដលបាន េកើត េហើយេនៅរស់ នឹងរតូវែបង ែចកេសមើគានរវាងភាគី ក និងភាគី ខ។ ភាគីទាំងពីរ មិនអាច
ទាមទារែបងែចកកូនេគា មុនេពលគេរមាងបញចប់បាន េឡើយ។ ភាគី ខ នឹងមិនទទួលបានផល ែបងែចកេឡើយ កនុងករណីេបាះបង់កាេបតជាញចិតតចិញចឹមមុនេពលបញចប់ គេរមាង។
របការ ៥៖ ករណីរបធានស័ក


ករណីភាគី ខ េធវើេអាយបាត់បង់េគាេដាយការេធវសរបែហស ភាគី ខ សនយាថា និងេអាយភាគី ក កាត់តៃមលៃនការបាត់បង់ កនុងេពលែបងែចកផល។



ករណីេគាបានសាល ប់េដាយរបការណាមួយភាគី ក និងភាគី ខ និងេធវើការអេងកតរួមគាន រពមទាំង េដាះរសាយេរកាមសាម រតីេយាគយល់ ។

របការ ៦៖ ការេដាះរសាយជេមាលះ
៦.១ កនុងករណីភាគីណាមួយរំេលាភេលើការឯកភាពដូចមានែចងកនុងកិចចសនយាេនះ ភាគីរងេរគាះមាន សិទធិកនុងការេចាទរបកាន់បដឹងទារសំណងេទៅតុលាការ។
៦.២ ភាគីទាំងពីរឯកភាពថា នឹងេដាះរសាយនូវទំនាស់នានាែដលេកើតេឡើងជាយ ថាេហតុកនុងសាម រតី េយាគយល់ និងសនដិវិធីតាមលទធភាពែដលអាចេធវើបាន។

2.3. Agreement with Man Bou Kaiv ( LCG member in Phan Bang Village)
រពះរាជាណាចរកកមពុជា
ជាតិ សាសនា រពះមហាកសរត
4
កិចចសនយា
សដីពី
ការរគប់រគង និងែថទាំេគាជាលកខណៈរបវា៉ស់ជាមួយសហគមន៍
េនៅតំបន់េសនើសុំៃរពការពារេសៀមបា៉ង

កិចចសនយាេនះេធវើេឡើងរវាងសាកលវិទយាល័យបញាញ សារសតកមពុជាតំណាងេដាយបណឌ ិត រសី ស៊ុនលាង

េហៅកាត់ភាគី ក ជាមួយេលាក មា៉ន់ ប៊ួែកវ (បតី) អាយុ ៥៤ឆានំ

និងរបពនធេឈាម ះ នូ ផាន់ដួងអាយុ ៥៣ឆានំ មានទីលំ េនៅភូមិផាបាំង ឃុំថមែកវ រសុកេសៀមបា៉ង េខតដសទឹងែរតង ជាអនកទទួលរគប់រគងនិងែថទាំេគា េហៅកាត់ភាគី ខ ។
ភាគីទាំងពីរបានរពមេរពៀងគានចុះកិចចសនយាដូចមានែចងកនុងបណាដរបការដូចខាងេរកាម ៖
របការ ១៖

ការទទួលខុសរតូវរបស់ភាគី ក
១.១

ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់េគាញីចំនួន ០៤កបាល និងេគាបាចំនួន ០១កបាល ដល់អនកែថរកសាេគា ភាគី ខ។

១.២ ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់ថវិការចំនួន ១០០ (មួយរយ) ដុលាលសហរដឋអាេមរិចសរមាប់ជាការជួយគាំរទែផនកសំភារៈ រពមទាំងបេចចកេទសេធវើការសាងសង់េរកាល។
១.៣

ភាគី ក នឹងជួយគាំរទការចាក់ថានំការពារជមងឺសារទឹក អ៊ុតកាតម និងបរាសិតេផសងៗ រពមទាំងេសវាកមមេពទយសតវពយាបាលហវូងេគា ។

១.៤

ភាគី ក នឹងផតល់ការបណតុ ះបណាតលដល់ ភាគី ខ កនុងការែថទាំ និងរតួតពិនិតយតាមដាន សុខភាព សតវ។

១.៥

ភាគី ក នឹងទទូលខុសរតូវកនុងការពាក់រកវិលរតេចៀកសរមាប់ហវូងេគា។

របការ ២ ៖ ការទទួលខុសរតូវរបស់ភាគី ខ
២.១

ភាគី ខ រតូវមានេឈើចំនួនមួយែម៉រតគូប េដើមបីេធវើការសាងសង់េរកាល និងបញចប់ការសាងសង់មិនេអាយេលើសពី១ៃថង េឡើយបនាទប់ពីចុះកិចចសនយា។

២.២

ភាគី ខ រតូវេធវើការរគប់រគង ឬគងាវលេគាជាប់ជារបចាំេនៅេពលៃថង េដាយមិនរតូវេធវើការរពែលង ដូចការចិញចឹមតាមទំលាប់េនាះេទ។

២.៣

ភាគី ខ រតូវធានាថាហវូងេគារតូវបានេដកកនុងេរកាលជាប់ជានិចចេនៅេពលយប់ ។

២.៤

ភាគី ខ រតូវេធវើការរតូតពិនិតយ និងតាមដានសុខភាពសតវជាប់ជារបចាំ រពមទាំងរាយការណ៍មកភាគីក (មរនតីអភិវឌឍន៍សហគមន៍) េនៅេពលសងស័យេគា
មានជមងឺ ។

២.៥

ភាគី ខ រតូវរាយការណ៍មកភាគី ក (មរនតីអភិវឌឍន៍សហគមន៍) កនុងករណីសតវេគា រកបីអនកជិតខាង មានជមងឺ ឬងាប់េដាយសារជមងឺ។

២.៦

ភាគី ខ មិនរតូវេធវើការពយាបាលេគាេដាយខលួនឯង េដាយមិនបានរបឹកសា ឬក៏មានការអនុញាញតពី ភាគី ក េឡើយ ។

២.៧

ភាគី ខ រតូវរបមូលហវូងេគាមកចាក់វា៉ក់សាំង ឬថានំទំលាក់បរាសិតេផសងៗយា៉ ងតិច ២ដង កនុងមួយ ឆានំ តាមកមមវិធីរបស់ភាគី ក។

២.៨

ភាគី ខ រតូវធានាថាហវូងេគាទាំងអស់មានអាហាររគប់រគាន់េនៅកនុងរដូវរបាំង ដូចជាចំេបុើង ឬេសៅម េរកៀមជាេដើម ។

របការ ៣៖ រយៈេពលៃនការអនុវតតគេរមាង

គេរមាងេនះអនុវតតកនុងរយៈេពល ៣ឆានំ ចាប់េផតើមែខវិចឆិកា ឆានំ២០១៣ នឹងបញចប់េនៅកំឡុងែខធនូ ឆានំ២០១៦។ េរកាយេពលបញចប់គេរមាងភាគី ខ រតូវរបគល់ហវូងេគាេដើមេអាយ
ភាគី ក វិញទាំងអស់។ ភាគី ក នឹងេធវើការវាយ តៃមលគុណភាពហវូងេគាទាំងេនាះ េដើមបីផតល់បនតេអាយសមាជិកសហគមន៍េផសងេទៀត។
របការ ៤៖ ការែបងែចកផលរបេយាជន៍
េនៅេពលគេរមាងរតូវបានបញចប់កនុងរយៈេពល

៣ឆានំ

ចំនួនកូនេគាែដលបានេកើត េហើយេនៅរស់

នឹងរតូវែបង

ែចកេសមើគានរវាងភាគី ក និងភាគី ខ។

ភាគីទាំងពីរមិនអាចទាមទារែបងែចកកូនេគាមុនេពលគេរមាងបញចប់បាន េឡើយ។ ភាគី ខ នឹងមិនទទួលបានផលែបងែចកេឡើយ កនុងករណីេបាះបង់កាេបតជាញចិតតចិញចឹម មុនេពលបញចប់
គេរមាង។
របការ ៥៖ ករណីរបធានស័ក


ករណីភាគី ខ េធវើេអាយបាត់បង់េគាេដាយការេធវសរបែហស ភាគី ខ សនយាថា នឹងេអាយភាគី ក កាត់តៃមលៃនការបាត់បង់ កនុងេពលែបងែចកផល។



ករណីេគាបានសាល ប់េដាយរបការណាមួយភាគី ក និងភាគី ខ នឹងេធវើការអេងកតរួមគាន រពមទាំង េដាះរសាយេរកាមសាម រតីេយាគយល់ ។

របការ ៦៖ ការេដាះរសាយជេមាលះ
៦.១ កនុងករណីភាគីណាមួយរំេលាភេលើការឯកភាពដូចមានែចងកនុងកិចចសនយាេនះ ភាគីរងេរគាះ មាន សិទធិកនុងការេចាទរបកាន់បដឹងទារសំណងេទៅតុលាការ។
៦.២ ភាគីទាំងពីរឯកភាពថា នឹងេដាះរសាយនូវទំនាស់នានាែដលេកើតេឡើងជាយថាេហតុកនុង សាម រតី េយាគយល់ និងសនដិវិធីតាមលទធភាពែដលអាចេធវើបាន។

